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FINAL EXAM
FINAL EXAM

1. An extraordinary life?
2. A good steward?
3. A good community member?
HARD WORK
GOALS
GOALS

+ 1
MARSHMALLOWS
TRAPPED!
Pursue Success

Pursue Fulfillment

THE FUNDAMENTAL HABIT
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Don’t
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Find Success

Don’t
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Don’t
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Don’t
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Don’t

Pursue Fulfillment

Find Success

Don’t
THE EXPERIMENT
THE HYPOTHESIS

• Pursue the Perfect 10
• Choose a Journey, not Goals
• Fun, Passion, Meaning first
• No Hard Work
• Luck: People, Places, Conversation
• $$$ is OK!

Leads to? Extraordinary Life + Making a Living
THE RESULTS
PERFORMING ARTS

Would you like fries with that?
Tutoring
Film production
Investing
Working tech
Managing the company
Theater services
Consulting
Tour guide
Teaching
Summer camp YATC
TAKEAWAYS

- Heart = Direction
- Head = Solver
- Create a Journey
- Be Pulled
TAKEAWAYS

- Fulfillment, then $$
- Luck: People, Places
- Don’t be Lazy
- Experiment
FINAL EXAM

1. Yes